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Police Body-Worn Cameras: An Overview

Larry E. Capps, Assrsfanf Police Chief (ret.), Missouri City, Texas, Police Depaftment
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orty{hree years ago, Albert Reiss Jr., in hi

n
Public, commented on the lack of offìcial d
contacts. He suggested that citizens shoul
t
documenting the particulars of all contacts. Reiss
both the citiien and the offlcer by documenting the contact and what occurred between the
offìcer and the citizen.l Although his suggestion never came to fruition, it may well be on the
way to widespread implementation, albeit in a slightly different manner. Technology has
evólved tremendously since Reiss proposed the official police contact receipt. ln today's
police world, that offìcial police contact receipt may come to life via body-worn cameras
(BWCs) with the recordings of police+itizen contacts serving as digital "receipts."

The recent events in Missouri brought the discussion of BWCs on police officers to center
stage in the United States. lf the offìcer had been wearing a BWC, would it have resolved
theãmbiguity surrounding the incident? One can only speculate, but the evidence is clear
that the use of BWCs by police is gaining momentum and is likely to continue to grow.
An online search of three databases (Academic Search Complete, Master File Premier, and
Newspaper Source) for the term "police body camera" resulted in a listing of 1,477 entries. A
scan of ihe entries revealed many articles reporting on police agencies currently using or
proposing to start using BWCs. One of the articles reports the Ferguson, Missouri, police
äepartmãnt received a donation of 50 BWCs from two companies shortly after the shooting
incident mentioned above.Z ln 2013, Taser lnternational claimed to have received orders for
their police BWC from numerous police departments, among them, the Pittsburgh'
Pennsylvania, Police Department; Salt Lake City, Utah, Police Department; Haftford,
Connecticut, Police Department; Fort Worth, Texas, Police Department; and others'3
vlEVU, another vendor of BWCs, claims its BWC is used in more than 3,100 law
enforcement agencies.4 Finally, a 2013 survey conducted by the Police Executive Research
Forum (PERF) of 500 agencies revealed that, of the 254 responding agencies, 191 (75
percent) do not currently use BWCs and 63 agencies (25 percent) do use them.9 A usage
iate of 25 percent may seem low, but in light of the relative newness of the BWCs' it
portends a continual growth in their use by agencies for a variety of reasons.

Benefits
According to the survey study by PERF, the primary reason agencies obtained the BWCs
was "to piovide accurate documentation of encounters"-a receipt of the contact as Reiss
advocatäd years ago (albeit digital and in police storage, but probably available to the citizen
via an open records request).0 The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) believes police
accountability is the primary benefit of BWCs.Z Eugene Ramirez, an attorney with extensive .
experience ¡n law enforcement cases, identifies the primary benefits as ('l) transparency and
acäountability; (2) the identifìcation of system problems or issues with individual officers and,
thus, the aOiúty'tó take corrective action; and (3) the documentation and collection of
valuable evidence for use in investigations and court.g
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The most widely reported benefit from using BWCs stems from research conducted in the
Rialto, California, Police Department. A true experiment, composed of an experimental
group and a control group, was conducted involving all of the Rialto department's patrol
offlcers. The primary focus of the study was on officer use of force and citizen complaints.g
The results were impressive. Compared to the year preceding the study, use of force by
officers decreased approximately 58 percent and citizen complaints were down 88
percent.P Clearly this research is worthy of replication. lf successfully replicated in
numerous studies, an agency would be challenged to justify not using BWCs for patrol
officers.
ln the most comprehensive review of the literature on the use of BWCs to date, criminal
justice professor and subject matter expert Michael White identifies and summarizes six
perceived benefìts of using BWCs: (1) increased transparency and legitimacy; (2) improved
police officer behavior; (3) improved citizen behavior; (4) expedited resolution of complaints
and lawsuits; (5) improved evidence for arrest and prosecution; and (6) opportunities for
police training.ll U/hite refers to the perceived beneflts because "there is little research to
support or refute many of the claims, and there are outstanding questions regarding the
impact and consequences of body-worn cameras,"É Nevertheless, the formal and informal
studies of BWCs are highly suggestive of their positive value. There are, however, legitimate
concerns regarding the use of BWCs that merit consideration as well.

Concerns
Perhaps the most important concern identified regarding BWCs is privacy-for the citizen
and the offìcer. The ACLU believes the tension between privacy issues and police
accountability is palpable, but also believes they can be balanced to achieve a win-win for
all parties.É ln addition to privacy concerns, \Mite identifies concerns with officers' health
and safety, as well as concerns about training and policy issues and resource requirements,
including data storage and retrieval. Health and safety concerns are minimal, primarily
focusing on possiblé injury from assault, neck injuries from cameras mounted on an officer's
head, and the potential trånsfer of bodily fluids from headbands of shared cameras.ß

Another concern worth noting is the risk of prosecutors becoming too dependent on the
videos and demanding a video of all cases.E There will certainly be incidents where a
recording is not obtained on an incident when required by policy. From human error to
equipme-nt malfunction to a shortage of BWCs, there is a virtual guarantee of some incidents
not being recorded. This concern simply requires educating the prosecutor on the
operatioñal realities of the program, which should be done prior to implementation.
It is also a possibility that police unions and associations might object to using the BWCs.

They may express concerns over contract work conditions, as well as the potential for
supervisors to use the video against offìcers they dislike.æ Finally, the limitations of videoreòording must be recognized. ln other words, unrealistic expectations must be managed.
BWCs piesent one view, at one angle, on one plane. They are not a 360-degree recording
of the event. To put it in perspective, one need only recall any recent professional sport
"review" of an umpire's call on a play. ln this environment, the cameras (more than one) are
professional grade, operated by highly trained operators, on a stable platform, with no
inteference to impact the camera operator. Even given this ideal recording environment,
from multiple angÍes, it is not unusual that there is still uncertainty about what really
happened, for eiample, was it a catch or was the runner out or safe. BWCs do not capture
evêry angle, and people sometimes disagree on what a video depicts. The Force Science
lnstitute recently discussed 10 limitations of BWCs, among them: the camera doesn't follow
the officer's eye; a camera may see better than the offìcer in low light; the camera only
records in 2-ó; and the officer'ô body may block the view. The article merits a review for a
good understanding of the limitations.E

lmplementat¡on lssues
The remainder of this article focuses on the assorted issues an agency should address or
consider before implementing the use of BWCs. The issues listed below are not necessarily
exhaustive, but should addreis major concerns. As the use of BWCs expands' it is
anticipated that additional issues will surface.
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Privacy
Police officers weave their way through their communities on a daily basis, responding to
calls for assistance as well as initiating citizen contacts. Completing their duties often takes
police inside people's homes and businesses, as well into alleys, fields, cars, and a wide
variety of other locations. Additionally, what offìcers actually see and hear on some of these
calls can be very graphic and personal. With these thoughts in mind, agencies implementing
the use of BWCs should consult closely with their legal advisor to ensure the operational
protocol properly addresses privacy concerns.

A second aspect of the privacy issue is states' laws governing audio or video recording of
parties involved in the communication. States can be described as a one-party consent state
or a two-party consent state. ln a one-party consent state, only one party to the
communication has to consent for the recording to be legal. ln a two-party consent state, all
parties to the communication must consent for the recording to be legal.É ln those states, it
stands to reason that the police would have to obtain consent from the citizen before
recording the encounter.
It is imperative that the privacy issue be thoroughly reviewed with legal counsel and legal
advice strictly followed. The reasonable expectation of privacy doctrine will ceftainly be at
the forefront of this issue, but it is not always crystal clear for operational purposes'

Camera Selection
lf possible, selecting the appropriate camera should involve demonstration visits from at
least three vendors, more where feasible. Officers or employees with functional expertise
with camera usage should be a key part of the review team, for example, lT personnel and
crime scene photographers. Features of interest, such as picture quality, battery life, audio
quality, mode of activation, security of recording, and others should be determined in
advance of the presentations. At minimum, selection criteria should include VGA resolution,
frame rate, battery runtime, data storage, low-light recording, and warranty.É A market
survey on BWCs iesulted in a comparison table of BWCs that compared 31 possible camera
features across 18 vendors.4 This comparison table should be beneficial to any agency
planning on implementing the use of BWCs (see Resources). Planning ahead for camera
selection will be crucial to successful implementation and utility of the cameras.
Red action Cap a bil itie s
Any camera system selected must have easy-to-use redaction software for both the video
aná the audio or be compatible for redaction with other software. lt is very likely that many
recordings will be released to the public via each state's open record law. At the same time,
there may be certain sections of the released video or audio that the law requires to be
redacted or blocked out. Absent user-friendly software for redaction purposes, the agency
could experience significant complications. Demonstration visits from the vendors should
include a thorough demonstration of the software's redaction capability.

Sforage of Recordings
Digital recordings can consume a lot of space. An in-house analysis by one agency with 200
swãrn officers iñdicated that 33 terabytes of storage would be needed each year, based on
a conservative estimate of one hour of recording per officer work shift.4 The amount of
space needed will be contingent on three primary variables: (1) the number of officers using
the BWCs; (2) the policy requirement for recording; and (3) the retention requirements for
the recordings. Smaller agencies will likely need less storage capacity than medium and
large agencies. Continuous recording will result in a massive amount of stored data, but
reórdiñg only during citizen contacts will signifÌcantly reduce the storage space required.
How lon! the'recordings must be saved will probably be determined by state laws governing
the retention of offìcial records.
ln-house storage of video data requires significant expenditure of resources, including
servers, redunãancy, proper physical space, and lT personnel. Using cloud storage can
reduce the cost by ás'much as 3O-SO percent and give the agency access to cutting-edge
technology and the best security available.4 Considerable preplanning for storage is critical
for proper maintenance of the data.
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CosÍs
Agencies contemplating the use of BWCs should calculate the total costs of the
implementation, including start-up costs and maintenance costs. Start-up expenses, at a
minimum, include the cameras, any accessories, policy development, data storage, training,
and related infrastructure or technical costs, such as space requirements for equipment and
technical training of appropriate employee(s) to oversee the system. Maintenance costs, at
a minimum, will include manpower associated with managing and maintaining the
equipment. Additionally, camera replacement due to breakage (physical altercations with
suspects) and technical malfunctions will need to be considered. The ongoing cost
associated with storage of the data must be calculated, and the potential increase in open
records requests and the resultant workload increase must be considered. The personnel
cost could increase substantially after factoring in redaction requirements'

Officer and Citizen Relations
Any agency considering the use of BWCs should expend suffìcient time and energy to gain
the support of the offìcers. Although the use of BWCs is established and growing, there has
been resistance by police unions and officer associations. Seeking buy-in and input from
officer unions or associations will be critical to long{erm success of the BWCs. Likewise,
sufficient time and energy should be expended on communicating the plan to the public at
large, as gaining their support and input is equally important. Laying the groundwork with the
officers and the public will certainly make the implementation process smoother, with less
friction from key stakeholders.

Policy Development
A comprehensive poticy
should be in place
before the use of BWCs
is implemented. White

RESoURCES:

provides a policy
policy Templates:
template developed by
the Body Worn Video
. Body Worn Video Steering GroupSteering Group in the
United Kingdom (see
www.bwvsq.com/resource.s/procqdures-arldResources). Thè
ou¡delines
template is very
. IAçP-vúww.the¡acp.orq/M
comprehensive and
likely addresses all
pertínent aspects of a policy, for example, elements of offìcer training, data storage, and
management, redaction of video, when officers should activate the camera and turn it off,
any required announcement of recording, and numerous other issues.4 The template is an
exóellent starting point for policy development. Networking with agencies currently using
BWCs to review their policies is generally a good idea and may facilitate policy
development. The ultimate goal is to draft a comprehensive policy that addresses all major
aspects of the use of BWCs.

Conclusion
The available evidence related to using BWCs suggests they are here to stay, and more
agencies will likely use them as circumstances allow. The benefits of using BWCs are
numerous and most concerns related to BWCs can be managed effectively. lt is important to
note that BWCs are not a panacea in any respect. They can clearly help clarify many police
and citizen interactions and improve the overall quality of police service, as well as provide
valuable evidence for prosecuiion. Additional research is needed to more definitively identify
the benefits and concerns of BWCs. Agencies implementing BWCs have an opportunity to
collaborate with universities for structured research on BWCs, thus contributing to the
advancement of knowledge in this growing area. I
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Police Chief Wants to Know Your Idea!
Potice Chief is looking for great ideas about improving policing. Tell us

about an idea that you believe would improve any aspect of policing'
Your idea could be on how police can fight crime, leverage technology, be
safe, create safety in the community, build community trust, or any
other innovative idea that would reinvent or improve the craft of policing.
If it is a great idea that makes us say "Why didn't anyone think of that
sooner?" we'll include it in our "Great ldeas in Law Enforcement" edition
(September 2015).
Click here to learn more, Submission deadline is May 1' 2015.
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